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**WOMEN'S AID FOR WOMEN ISAsked**

Inez Milholland Seeks Liberty for Sisters by General Enfranchisement.

**SEX SOLIDARITY WANTED**

President Wilson, Who Has Advised Partisan, Is Declared Obstreperous To Way to James E. A. Amendment.

West women great back women behalf committee.

**WOMEN FIGHTING FOR BETTER SOCIAL LIFE**

Women fighting for better social life. Women seeking for greater rights and equality. Women are all working for their rights and equal treatment.

**VISIT OF HUGHES WORKERS ARRANGED**

Miss Anne Rhodes and Mrs. Solomon Hirsch Max Out Women's Programme.

**MANY TALKS TO BE MADE**

Principal Meeting Will Be Held at Eleventh-Street Theater Tuesday, at 7:30. Women invited to the programme.

**WOMENNE VS. THE POWER OF THE UNITED STATES**

Women were recently shown the power of the United States. They were shown the power of the government. The government was shown to be a powerful weapon.

**NOTESMEN IN CIRCUS**

NoteShowman to organize a special show for the circus. The circus will be a special show for the circus.

**WESTWARD WOMEN**

A movement for women's rights in the West is reported.

Women's rights in the West are being fought for.

**SMALL TALKS WITH MILLIONS**

President Wilson's talks with millions. President Wilson's talks with millions were reported.

**THE MOST IMPORTANT MEETING OF THE YEAR**

Presidential meeting to be held at the World's Fair. The meeting will be held at the World's Fair.

**THE MOST IMPORTANT MEETING OF THE YEAR**

President Wilson's meeting to be held at the World's Fair. The meeting will be held at the World's Fair.

**SOME MORE SOAP SPECIALS**

Today and Tomorrow

**WOMEN TELL AIM**

Wilson Siggs Falls To Capture Sex Party.

**HOPE LIES IN HUGHES**

Miss Alice Scott, Municipal League Chairwoman, Organization, Inc. Out for Vote and Vote Women for Success.

In the national women's party, the hope lies in Hughes. Hughes is the hope of the national women's party.

**BEAUTIFUL NOVELTY SUITS GREATLY REDUCED**

Forty stunning suits, only one of a kind, have just arrived and are specially priced for quick disposal. These are beautiful broadcloth styles reduced $10 and more from the original price. One, a rich brown broadcloth, has the deep cape collar, edged with natural fur trim. There are those with the new collar collars, trimmed with tucks, long sleeves and V neck; and others are crowned in a dainty color, long sleeves and porcelyn collars. These are remarkable values.

**NEW CREPE DE CHINE WAIST**

Special 3.75

Flash colored and white crepe de chine waists, our regular five-dollar styles, will be on sale today at this special price. There are those with the new collar collars, trimmed with tucks, long sleeves and V neck; and others are crowned in a dainty color, long sleeves and porcelyn collars. These are remarkable values.

**COOL BILLSING SAI**

"Early incorrect are the most lasting; the first kiss and the last kiss are for this love.""Tie's, "some" of a store are always lasting. The store owner to have our store attractive and modern; to have our store comfortable and pleasant. To make the store appealing and pleasant.

We sell the best ready-to-wear clothing in Portland and we want everyone to know.

**New Winter Suits and Home Linen**

$31 to $65

Superior values at $10.00, $10.50, $11.00, $15.00

Buffum & Pendleton Co.
Clothiers, Hatters and Haberdashers.
127 Sixth St.
V. E. Pendleton
Winston Hardware.

**REMEDY FOR NEURALGIA**

Neuralgia is a condition of extreme pain or irritation. The condition is usually caused by some irritation of the nerves. Remedies for neuralgia are varied and include various forms of treatment.

**NEW DRESS FASHIONS**

The new dress fashions are being shown at the World's Fair. The fashions are being shown at the World's Fair.

**NEW CLOTHING FOR WOMEN**

The new clothing for women is being shown at the World's Fair. The clothing is being shown at the World's Fair.

**NEW FASHIONS FOR MEN**

The new fashions for men are being shown at the World's Fair. The fashions are being shown at the World's Fair.

**NEW FASHIONS FOR WOMEN**

The new fashions for women are being shown at the World's Fair. The fashions are being shown at the World's Fair.

**NEW FASHIONS FOR MEN**

The new fashions for men are being shown at the World's Fair. The fashions are being shown at the World's Fair.